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Abstract - Existing social networking services recommend

a friend-matching graph. Upon receiving a request, friendbook recommends a list of people with high
recommendation on hash-tags to the user query. The
different aspect of interests, life styles we have included are:1) Theatre
2) Music
3) Business
4) Programmer
5) Art
6) Sports
7) Food
Finally, friend-book integrates a feedback mechanism
to further improve the recommendation accuracy.

friends to users based on their social graphs, which may not be
the most appropriate to reflect a user’s preferences on friend
selection in real life. In this project, we present friend-book, an
efficient friend recommendation system which recommends
friends to user on their life style, hobbies instead of social
graphs. Friend-book discovers life style of user on their likes
and hash-tags and measures the similarity of hash-tags
between users, and recommends friends to users if it has
complete similarity. And this is done by using Latent Dirichlet
Allocation Algorithm. We further propose a similarity metric
to measure hash-tags between users, and calculate user’s
impact in terms of hash-tags with a friend-matching graph.
Upon receiving a request, friend-book recommends a list of
people with high recommendation on hash-tags to the user
query. Finally, friend-book integrates a feedback mechanism
to further improve the recommendation accuracy.

2. LITERATURE SURVEY
Recommendation systems can be divided into two areas of
focus: object recommendation and link recommendation.
Companies such as Amazon and Netflix emphasize object
recommendation where products are recommended to users
based on past behavioral patterns. Social networking sites
such as Face-book and LinkedIn focus on link
recommendation where friend recommendations are
presented to users.
The work we present in this project, we develop friend
recommendations system within social networks. The
recommendation algorithms employed by sites such as Facebook are proprietary. However, through observation, it is
apparent that a friends-of-friends approach is being used.
This approach is useful and efficient due to ease of
implementation and the nature for humans to be drawn
together through association. Similar network based
approaches such as graph based induction and link mining
have been considered but fall in comparison to the
effectiveness and efficiency of a friend of friends approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Existing social networking services recommend friends to
users based on their social graphs, which may not be the
most appropriate to reflect a user’s preferences on friend
selection in real life. In this project, we present friend-book,
an efficient friend recommendation system which
recommends friends to user on their life style, hobbies
instead of social graphs. Friend-book discovers life style of
user on their likes and hash-tags and measures the similarity
of hash-tags between users, and recommends friends to
users if it has complete similarity in hash-tags. In this
project, we have proposed a user blog and hash-tag block for
recommending friends. And this is done by using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation Algorithm. In this project, user has to
complete his user blog and hash-tag block and hash-tag
block should be with the words present in the user blog.
Friend recommendation is completely based on the hash-tag
block with 100% matching of hash-tag block. We further
propose a similarity metric to measure hash-tags between
users, and calculate user’s impact in terms of hash-tags with
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Kuan et al.: Kuan proposes an algorithm to locate groups
using a transitive extension based approach. This research
proposed the use of a 1.5Cclique extension method to derive
sub structures, or communities, within social networks.
Results showed that this method was fairly effective in
finding community of friends. However, this method does
not provide insight into how these communities are formed.
That is, it is significant to understand what common
interests cause a formation in these communities. Recent
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research has identified the potential effectiveness of
combining complex network theory and genetic algorithms.

negotiate traveler’s way through the immense amount of
information that is often available by recommending a set of
choices. Trip Tip recommends to the users the next place,
which they would most likely want to visit given their
preference in previous choices. To generate this information,
tags that are attached on a given place by users give the
characteristics of a place and the reasons for visiting the
place. Attribute-aware method pro-posed takes into account
item attributes, which are defined by domain experts. In
addition, content based algorithms can provide very
accurate recommendations. Collaborative tagging systems
(CTSes), allow users to freely assign tags to their collections,
provide promising possibility to better address the above
issues. A generic method was proposed that allows tags to be
incorporated to the standard collaborative filtering, via
reducing the ternary correlations to three binary
correlations and then applying a fusion method to reassociate these correlations. Some diffusion-based
algorithms are recently proposed for personalized
recommendations. A spreading Action based collaborative
filtering was proposed which is essentially an iterative
diffusion process. A diffusion-based top-k collaborative
filtering performs better than pure top-k CF and pure
diffusion-based algorithm. Besides recommender systems,
research on context aware computing seems promising.
Context-awareness allows software applications to use
information beyond those directly provided as input by
users. More recently, there were attempts to define
architectures for context-aware recommender. However,
authors don’t give details about the deployment of such
architectures. An algorithm is proposed which adopt itembased algorithms in the early stage of the cold-start period
and eventually switching to SVD based algorithms. A
collaborative filtering recommendation algorithm based on
the implicit information of the new users and multi-attribute
rating matrix is proposed to solve the cold start problem.

Silva et al.: Silva treated the recommendation problem as a
filtering problem where a genetic algorithm was used to
optimize three indices derived from structural properties of
social networks. The result from this study was
acknowledged as a baseline to initial work using a new
methodology. Study of few recommendation pattern used by
websites: Amazon recommendations change regularly based
on a number of factors. These factors include time and day of
purchase, rate or like a new item, as well as changes in the
interests
of
other
customers.
Because
your
recommendations will fluctuate, Amazon suggests you add
items that interest you to your Wish List or Shopping Cart. EBay recommends product on bases of features of items. You
Tube recommends items based on like/dislikes concept.
In.com recommends the songs that are popular, songs from
the same movie, similar actor-actress, artist, director etc. RS
is used to filter the item/product according to the user
interest and looking at the like-minded-users.
Collaborative filtering: There are many popular
recommendation algorithms based on collaborative filtering.
Collaborative Filtering creates a group of users with similar
behavior, and finds the items preferred by this group.
Ratings from user will be taken from user in two ways
explicit rating and implicit rating. CF algorithms are divided
into two types, memory-based algorithm and model based
algorithm.
Memory-Based algorithm: Memory-Based algorithm
simply stores all the user ratings into memory. There are
two variants of memory-based recommendation and both
are based on the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm: user-based
filtering and item-based filtering. In User - Based Filtering,
Rating matrix is used to find neighboring users for the active
user. This is done by using cosine or Pearson’s correlation
matrix. After knowing the neighboring user for active user,
items preferred by neighboring users will be sorted on
frequency and rating of items. Items that are not known to
active user will be recommended. Item Based Filtering finds
the most similar items. Items are considered to be similar
when the same set of users has purchased them or rated
them highly. For each item of an active user, the
neighborhood of most similar items is identified.
Collaborative filtering techniques can be expanded to other
algorithms such as tag based and attribute aware and trust
aware recommender systems. A diffusion based
recommendation algorithm is proposed which consider the
personal vocabulary. A hybrid user profiling strategy is
proposed that take advantage of both content based profiles
describing long-term information interests that a
recommender system can acquired a long time and interests
revealed through tagging activities, with the goal of
enhancing the interaction of users with a collaborative
tagging system. Trip Tip system is proposed to help
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3. Proposed System
Friend-book, an efficient friend recommendation system
which recommends friends to user on their life style, hobbies
instead of social graphs. Friend-book discovers life style of
user on their likes and hash-tags and measures the similarity
of hash-tags between users, and recommends friends to
users if it has complete similarity in hash-tags. In this
project, we have proposed a user blog and hash-tag block for
recommending friends. And this is done by using Latent
Dirichlet Allocation Algorithm. In this project, user has to
complete his user blog and hash-tag block and hash-tag
block should be with the words present in the user blog.
Friend recommendation is completely based on the hash-tag
block with 100% matching of hash-tag block. We further
propose a similarity metric to measure hash-tags between
users, and calculate user’s impact in terms of hash-tags with
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3.3 LDA Algorithm

a friend-matching graph. The similarity threshold used for
the friend-matching graph is ﬁxed in our current prototype
of Friend-book. Our proposed system addresses the problem
of computing large amount of data and scalability. In our
proposed method, we use incremental computation of Page
Rank; it can be implemented incrementally (or) distributive
for large scale evolving graphs. Additionally, we propose a
novel algorithm, Weighted Page Rank algorithm which
distributes rank score based on popularity of the pages and
we set threshold for each edge & it can represent the
similarity relationship of friend-matching graph. We also
have implemented Hex Converter to efficiently secure the
password of the users. Upon receiving a request, friend-book
recommends a list of people with high recommendation on
hash-tags to the user query. Finally, Friend book integrates a
feedback mechanism to further
improve the
recommendation accuracy.

Example of LDA Algorithm:
Suppose you have the following set of sentences:




I eat fish and vegetables.
Fish are pets.
My kitten eats fish.

LDA is a technique that automatically discovers topics that
these documents contain.
Given the above sentences, LDA might classify the bold
words under the Topic F, which we might label as “food“.
Similarly, words in italics might be classified under a
separate Topic P, which we might label as “pets“.
LDA defines each topic as a bag of words, and you have to
label the topics as you deem fit.

3.1 Advantages


Recommends potential friends to users if they
share similar life styles.

There are 2 benefits from LDA defining topics on a wordlevel:



The feedback mechanism allows us to measure the
satisfaction of users, by providing a user interface
that allows the user to rate the friend list.

1) We can infer the content spread of each sentence by a
word count:




3.2 Architecture

Sentence 1: 100% Topic F
Sentence 2: 100% Topic P
Sentence 3: 33% Topic P and 67% Topic F

2) We can derive the proportions that each word constitutes
in given topics. For example, Topic F might comprise words
in the following proportions: 40% eat, 40% fish, 20%
vegetables. We can implement LDA to achieve the above
results in 3 steps.
Step 1: First we give input that how may topics are there.
You can either use an informed estimate e.g. results from a
previous analysis, or simply trial-and-error. In trying
different estimates, you may pick the one that generates
topics to your desired level of interpretability, or the one
yielding the highest statistical certainty i.e. log likelihood.
Step 2: The algorithm will assign every word to a temporary
topic. Topic assignments are temporary as they will be
updated in Step 3. Temporary topics are assigned to each
word in a semi-random manner i.e. according to a Dirichlet
distribution, to be exact. This also means that if a word
appears twice, each word may be assigned to different
topics. Note that in analyzing actual documents, function
words (e.g. “the”, “and”, “my”) are removed and not assigned
to any topics.

Fig-1: System Architecture
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Step 3: This is iterative step. The algorithm will check and
update topic assignments, looping through each word in
every document. For each word, its topic assignment is
updated based on two criteria:
i.
ii.

We proposed an efficient recommendation system for social
networks i.e. Friend-book. In Friend-book, recommendation
is done through life styles of the user. The likes and hash-tag
of the users are major part in recommending the friends to
the user. Friend-book is quiet efficient than the existing
system in terms of performance. It gives fast and better
results as compared to existing system.

How meaningful is that word across topics?
How meaningful are topics in the document?

All “fish” words across both documents comprise nearly half
of remaining Topic F words in Document are assigned to
Topic F and Topic P in a 50-50 ratio. To understand how
these two criteria work, imagine that we are now checking
the topic assignment for the word “fish” in Document.


How prevalent is that word across topics? Since
“fish” words across both documents comprise
nearly half of remaining Topic F words but 0% of
remaining Topic P words, a “fish” word picked at
random would more likely be about Topic F.



How prevalent are topics in the document? Since
the words in Doc Y are assigned to Topic F and
Topic P in a 50-50 ratio, the remaining “fish” word
seems equally likely to be about either topic.
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